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BACKGROUND
Scabies is a World Health Organization neglected tropical disease common in children in low-and middle-income countries. The prevalence of scabies, especially in tropical countries, is still quite high at more than 200 million cases per year. Transmission of scabies is predominantly via skin-to-skin contact. The purpose of the study was to determine the epidemiology of clinical scabies among schoolchildren and spatial modeling using geographic information systems (GIS).

METHODS
A study of unmatched case-control design with a ratio of 1: 1 was performed to identify specific risk factors of scabies. Cases were patients with clinical scabies and controls were healthy people in the area. A total of 100 students were involved in the study. Simple and multiple logistic regression was used to test any association between the variables. GIS modeling was used to determine the spatial distribution of clinical scabies based on 69 cases.

RESULT
There was a significant association between the level of environmental sanitation and the prevalence of clinical scabies (OR = 2.53;95% C.I. 1.11-5.74). Multivariate analysis showed that the level of environmental sanitation was significant (AOR = 3.05;95% C.I. 1.19-7.81). Risk factors for developing clinical scabies increased to 3 times after considering other risk factors, namely gender, age group and respondent education level. Analysis of average nearest neighbor distance showed that the spatial distribution of clinical scabies was clustered.

CONCLUSIONS
The distribution of clinical scabies was spatial clustering, and prediction of transmission in a clockwise direction with Southeast and Northwest ellipses.
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INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of scabies, especially in tropical countries, is still quite high at more than 200 million cases per year. The five countries with the largest scabies burden were Indonesia (age-standardized DALYs 153.86), China (138.25), Timor-Leste (136.67), Vanuatu (131.59), and Fiji (130.91). The prevalence of scabies in Indonesia, according to the Indonesian Ministry of Health, has declined from year to year, as seen from the prevalence data for 2008, 2009 and 2013 of 5.60% - 12.96%, 4.9-12.95%, and 3.9 - 6%, respectively. Although there has been a decline in scabies prevalence, Indonesia is still not free from this disease, which still is one of the infectious diseases in Indonesia that constitute a public health problem.

Scabies transmission is apparently easy due to environmental factors and unhealthy behavior. The incidence of scabies has risen to a higher level than 20 years ago and the disease is mostly found in orphanages, dormitories of Islamic boarding schools, prisons, hospitals, and places with poor sanitation.

In classical population-based and ecological studies, the description of disease-navigating webs is based on the analysis of differences in the temporal and spatial distribution of disease prevalence between different host species, sexes, ages, and geographical locations. There was a study on the spatial distribution of scabies, but this was done during a nosocomial outbreak in an inpatient ward for cases of senile dementia. Spatial analysis of the distribution and spread of clinical scabies in human hosts in the broader area has not been performed until recently. Therefore, the present study aimed to identify the distribution and spread of clinical scabies by means of spatial analysis and to examine whether there is a relationship between demographic characteristics, level of knowledge about scabies, and environmental sanitation.

METHODS

Research design

This was an unmatched case-control design with a ratio of 1:1. The study was conducted in 8 months from 1 March to 28 November 2018 in Banyumas district, in the southern region of Central Java, Indonesia.

Research subjects

The subjects in this case study comprised clinical scabies patients who had been diagnosed by doctors in the last three months based on the cardinal signs of scabies among students obtained from secondary data at the Jatilawang sub-district Health Center, Banyumas district, and the results of medical examinations in boarding schools (elementary, junior high and senior high) of Tinggarjaya village, Jatilawang sub-district. The control group consisted of young people without clinical scabies from one sub-district. All schoolchildren from a given boarding school were the target population of this study. The sample size of 50 subjects per group was determined based on OR = 2.56, significance level α=0.05, and power of the test =80%. The subjects were randomly selected using cluster and simple random sampling. Spatial analysis was based on 69 clinical scabies cases.

Data collection

Data were collected by interview, using a validated semi-structured questionnaire comprising items on socio-demographic characteristics (sex, age, level of education), level of knowledge, and environmental sanitation associated with scabies. The age of the subjects was divided into two categories, namely <12 years and ≥12 years. The education level was categorized into elementary school, junior high school, and senior high school. The level of knowledge and environmental hygiene was categorized as deficient (score <20) and good (score >20).
Spatial analysis

This study used the geographic information system (GIS) to determine the distribution and spatial modeling of clinical scabies cases in Jatilawang sub-district, Banyumas district. The spatial analysis included average nearest neighbor distance, kernel density, and analysis of the standard deviational ellipse (SDE). The nearest neighbor analysis was an approach to look at the pattern of the spread of clinical scabies cases. The calculated average nearest neighbor (ANN) score was used to determine the distribution pattern of clinical scabies cases. An average nearest neighbor may be calculated using the formula: $\text{ANN} = \frac{\text{IO}}{\text{IE}}$, where $\text{IO}$ is the observed mean distance between each feature and their nearest neighbor, and $\text{IE}$ is the expected mean distance for the features given a random pattern. However, in practice, ANN values are calculated using Geographical Information Systems (GIS) software. ANN values are inferred based on the value of the expected mean distance. They are represented by (i) $\text{ANN} = 1$ indicating the occurrence of a random pattern, (ii) $\text{ANN} < 1$ indicating the incidence of crowding (clustered), and (iii). $\text{ANN} > 1$ indicating the incident spread (dispersed).

Estimated kernel density is a method for estimating the density of a point in an area. Therefore, estimation of kernel density can be used to map the risk of the area affected by the disease by knowing the density of the patients.

The standard deviational ellipse (SDE) was used to analyze trends and patterns of dispersion of clinical scabies. The standard deviational ellipse is a summary of central tendency and dispersion in two dimensions, as well as a directional trend. Two points were used as the basis for the distribution of point locations on SDE, namely central tendency and dispersion. Central tendency uses the center of the mean and dispersion refers to the spread of the mean center bounded by the ellipse. Standard deviational ellipse models can be used to gain a better understanding of the geographical aspects of the phenomenon and identify the cause of an event, based on specific geographic patterns.

Data analysis

An odds ratio was used to examine the association between variables, with significant variables being included in a model for multiple logistic regression.

Ethical clearance

The study was approved by the Commission on Health Research Ethics, Faculty of Medicine, Jenderal Soedirman University with Ref. no: 1412/UN23.07.5.1/PN.1/2018.

RESULTS

The results of the analysis of demographic relations, level of knowledge and environmental sanitation with the incidence of scabies are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that the results of the bivariate analysis were statistically significant on the level of environmental sanitation ($p=0.025$). A multivariate analysis was conducted to find out the most influential risk factors for the occurrence of scabies. Risk factors that had a p-value of <0.25 were included in the multivariate analysis, consisting of gender, age, education level, and level of environmental sanitation. The results of the multivariate analysis are presented in Table 2.

Table 2 shows that the risk factors for environmental sanitation are statistically significant for the prevalence of clinical scabies ($\text{AOR}=3.05; 95\% \text{ CI 1.19-7.81}$). The center of cases, with a buffer radius of 1 km, was presented in Figure 1.

Based on the average nearest neighbor distance analysis, the distribution of the prevalence of clinical scabies was clustered as a $Z$ score of -15.888 ($p<0.05$). The study also reveals that kernel density analysis shows the low-density category (0 - 165.796.010.7 square map units), as presented in Figure 2.

The results of the standard deviational ellipse (SDE) analysis to determine the trend of...
distribution of clinical scabies in the Jatilawang sub-district in 2018 were presented in Figure 3.

The direction of the spread of clinical scabies in Jatilawang sub-district was clockwise with angle of y-axis rotation 83.25°, 1st SDE: y-axis length: 391 m, x-axis length: 1.683 m and ellipse area: 517 km²; 2nd SDE: y-axis length: 783 m, x-axis length: 3.366 m and ellipse area: 2.071 km². The tendency of the spread of clinical scabies will follow the pattern of the SDE results if the risk factors exist in the area and are uncontrolled.

The results of the spatial analysis show that the highest distribution of cases is in Tinggarjaya village, Jatilawang sub-district. As many as 50 subjects with scabies were in the boarding schools in the village. The clinical distribution of scabies was clustered, with the central cluster in the boarding schools, and had a low density within a radius of 1 km. However, not all cases were identified, so that they did not provide a near-real picture in the field. The sixty-nine cases of scabies consisted of 50 subjects who lived in the boarding school, and 19 young people residing in the surrounding village areas.

**DISCUSSION**

With regard to the characteristics of the respondents in the case group, most were of female gender (60%). This finding was different from the other studies which reported that 41.2% to 61.8% of cases were male. This was understandable since the percentage of students in these studies was 58.1% females, identical with other previous reports. The male-to-female ratio on scabies prevalence index, mostly may be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>OR*</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>0.80-4.01</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.24-1.25</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.19-1.60</td>
<td>0.276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior high school</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.16-1.01</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior High school</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.38-1.87</td>
<td>0.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental sanitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>1.11-5.74</td>
<td>0.025*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* OR : Odds ratio

Table 1. Demographic analysis, level of knowledge and environmental sanitation of the subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>AOR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.21-1.86</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.26-3.38</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.17-6.55</td>
<td>0.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior high school</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.46-5.26</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior high school</td>
<td>Ref</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental sanitation</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1.19-7.80</td>
<td>0.020*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. The map of clinical scabies analyzed using average nearest neighbor

Figure 2. The map of clinical scabies on Kernel Density
influenced by the number of students at the school. It is not really related to gender, but to health sanitation and daily behavior. Poor sanitation facilitates the development of scabies larvae, whereas poor health behavior worsens the situation and facilitates the transmission of worms. (21)

The results showed that as much as 66% of scabies cases was >12 years old. This result is in accordance with the research result of Ugbomoiko et al. (19) which amounted to 46.4% of cases of scabies aged 11-15 years. Other studies showed 44.2% of cases of scabies aged 13-18 years. (15) The high prevalence of scabies at age >12 years can be associated with length of stay of the students in boarding schools so that they have a higher chance of being exposed to or being infected with scabies in the boarding school. However, the present study did not examine the relationship between length of stay in Islamic boarding schools and incidence of scabies.

Respondents in the scabies group had the highest level of education, namely senior high school or equivalent, or were > 15 years of age (46%), while according to previous data by Liu et al., (15) the majority of people with scabies were between 13-18 years of age, this being the junior and senior high school age. We also found that other studies have encountered the highest prevalence in pre-schools, elementary schools and junior high schools. (16,17,19) The school as a place for social community is a suitable place for transmission and movement of scabies larvae. Unlimited relationships and access to games with poor sanitation can make things worse. Schools with a boarding system without proper health management lead to high risks of development of diseases. The high number of students or insufficient space for the school population increases the risk of developing scabies.

Fifty-two percent of subjects in the scabies group have poor behavior in terms of environmental hygiene. Improper daily habit activities have a significant aspect of transmitting scabies to other people. This includes the use of towels alternately, using the
same prayer tools or accessories, and sleeping together in the same bed or using the same pillows. These factors can increase the risk for suffering from scabies to 2.5 times, and may increase to 3 times after considering other risk factors, including gender, age group, and education level of respondents following multivariate analysis. The risks would increase in overcrowded residential conditions.\(^{(20–23)}\)

The distribution of clinical scabies prevalence appears to be clustered. The cluster center is in the boarding school (Figures 2 and 3) and is related to the risk factors for scabies transmission, namely the density of occupancy and improper behavior of sharing clothes, beds, and others. The pattern of clockwise direction with Southeast and Northwest ellipse appears as the prediction of transmission. If the risk factors remain high in the area and there is no attempt to cope with scabies, there is a tendency for clockwise transmission of scabies with a slope between the directions Southeast and Northwest. To prevent transmission, many efforts are urgently needed in the form of counseling about clean and healthy living behaviors and also treating the patients to cut off the sources of infection. The possibility of monitoring parameters such as temperature and air humidity should be considered, particularly if there are scabies outbreaks.

CONCLUSIONS

Environmental sanitation was a risk factor of clinical scabies among schoolchildren. The distribution of clinical scabies in Jatilawang was clustered, and the spatial distribution of cases was in a clockwise direction with Southeast and Northwest ellipses.
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